closely examined for the decays of short-lived particles within 1 cm of the production vertex.
Facility bubble chamber to a &0-GeV backward-scattered laser beam. Thirty-seven events survive all the necessary cuts imposed. Based on this number the total charm cross section is calculated to be 63', 8 nb.
PACS numbers: 13.60. Le, 13.60.Rj In this Letter we present results on the charm photoproduction cross section in an experiment using the SLAC Hybrid Facility. Results on lifetimes of charmed particles based on part of the data were published earlier. ' The SLAC 1-m hydrogen bubble chamber was exposed to a 20-Ge V photon beam produced by Compton scattering of laser light by the 30-GeV electron beam. It was collimated to 3 mm in diameter. The photon beam energy spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 ' is also possible.
To calculate o"the number of charm events has to be corrected for the effect of the cuts (a)-(f). This correction depends on the production mechanism of the charmed-particle pairs, the decay mechanism such as branching ratios into various decay channels, and lifetimes. In order to estimate its value, charmed-particle events were generated by a Monte Carlo program and cuts (a)-(f) were applied to the generated events. (&) . The uncertainties in these values are +40@ -30%. Taking into account these systematic errors due to production and decay uncertainties, and using a median value based on the assumption of equal mixture of the two extreme models (2 and 4), we obtain the total charm cross section to be o(yp -charm) =63 "23 nb.
In Fig. 4 
